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1. INTRODUCTION

Food and nutrition build the fundament of  human life and as Fischler (1988) states 
it also signifies. In the last thirty years the customer’s wish to emphasize a healthy 
and happy lifestyle (Ossiansson, 2013) has shaped the concept of  sustenance in a 
postmodern society. 

Fast food chains like McDonald’s expand (Vontobel, 2013), processed products sup-
plied by food giants like Dr.Oetker provide daily meals to families’ lunch tables, farm-
ers’ markets are re-initialized (Cone, 2012), supermarket empires like Aldi grow 
globally (Jensen & Schwarzer, 2012), organic food brands like Alnatura became very 
successful in Germany (Schipper, 2012), guerilla gardening is en vogue (Cordes, 2008) 
and television cookery shows are more popular than ever before. 

Jamie Oliver, the well-known British chef, has developed and designed a sustainable 
brand identity within this gigantic business environment. His brand community 
counts more than five million followers. Around the concept of  food new start-up 
businesses sprout and a lot of  them use social media to attract attention and follow-
ers. 

Throughout the essay, the opportunities and threats of  brand communities are dis-
cussed. The question how social media can contribute to generate a strong brand 
identity is explored and Linas Matkasse serves as a case to analyze the potential to 
grow of  a brand community.

2. METHOD

A diversity of  articles around marketing, branding, design and food has been used 
to create the theoretical framework. Impressions from the lectures during the course 
“Design, brands and marketing” were considered. 

Later Jamie Oliver’s brand development has been analyzed. The findings are based 
on an intense research of  the company’s webpage, blog posts, personal observation, 
written interviews and newspaper articles. 

To outline Linas Matkasse’s potential establishing a brand community, the webpage, 
the facebook page and further reports were studied. The cases are used to illustrate 
findings and theories.
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3.THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

 Marketing, branding & design in postmodern societies 

The expansion of  a diversity of  products through globalization and economical 
progress, the development of  individualism, well-fare, new media landscapes and 
rapid innovations has formed a knowledge- and consumption society in a postmodern 
context. Postmodernism is characterized by playfulness, anarchy, style, spectacle and 
self-referentiality (Brown, 1993), just to name a few. The challenges for sustainable 
brand strategies are to understand today’s plurality and to convert it into successful 
products or services. Nowadays marketing and branding strategies need to emphasize 
uniqueness, diversity and idiosyncrasy of  all individuals (Brown, 1993). As design is 
based on transforming the understanding of  customers’ behavior into objects, it will 
be even more connected to branding in the future (Vossoughi, 2007).

In postmodern societies, marketing is more than the distribution channel of  a compa-
ny. Instead of  generalizing markets and customers, marketing became a powerful tool 
to form desirable and unique brands based on a deep sensitive knowledge of  societal 
movements. (Ossiansson, 2013) Hence, marketing can be understood as a method to 
create and maintain customer relationships.

Humans searching for an identity, a position in society, personal experiences and sto-
ries are the new customers, marketers face. Offering functional products or services 
does not fulfill the today’s consumer’s needs any longer. Brands that stand for genu-
ine values or a lifestyle are the buying arguments of  the present, the postmodern age. 
However, customers seek products which allow them to link and communicate with a 
brand community and thus identify with the brand itself  (Cova, 1996). 

“A charismatic brand is any product, service or organization for which people believe 
there is no substitute.” (Neumeier, 2003)

Today, credible brands stand for explicit values and emotional associations. Accord-
ingly they symbolize the company’s organizational and cooperate identity (Johansson 
& Svengren Holm, 2005). Telling trustworthy and genuine stories remains the key 
factor for thriving brands (Ossiansson, 2013).

Design can be understood as a method to convert the intangible into tangibles and 
furthermore translate brand equities into a “long-term, innovative visual brand lan-
guage” by understanding the customers’ attitudes and values as well as the organiza-
tion’s essence and character. Thus, there are great opportunities for designers to help 
companies converting the brand into successful services and products which stand 
for genuine stories, create user experience and meaningful bonds (Vossoughi, 2007). 

 Brands & Icons

In post-modern markets successful brands compete for cultural share to create and 
keep their iconic power (Holt, 2003). Since the ancient time humans are attracted by 
myths and fantastic stories as they help us to make sense of  the world. We admire 
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heroes and icons like the modern Herkules Usain Bolt because they transfer myths 
into concrete shape (Holt, 2003). A similar phenomenon counts for brands. 

Holt (2003) describes five principles how a company can build an icon and thus a 
genuine myth:

First, brand icons need to target national contradictions and thus speak about recent 
anxieties and societal desires to a mass audience. Second, icons create myths that “re-
pair” the culture. They offer and create charismatic visions of  the world and provoke 
the audience by, third, speaking with a rebel’s voice, to think differently. Fourth, brand 
icons defend their authentic stories and trustworthiness by addressing their success 
in the past. And fifth, capturing the zeitgeist and draw on cultural knowledge remains 
crucial for building an icon (Holt, 2003). 

 Social media & brand communities 

A diversity of  cases proofs that brand communities can establish real relationships 
between a company and a customer (McAlexander, Schouten, & Koenig, 2002). The 
community supports member’s confidence and delivers inspiration. Customers co-
create value and deliver information to the company. A strong identification and inte-
gration with the community lead to high loyalty and thus brand consumption. Some 
brand communities even replace social communities and friendships in “real” life. The 
emotional connection to a brand community instigates that its member are willing to 
pay a higher price or new products (McAlexander et al., 2002).

Furthermore, devoted users can interact as brand missionaries as they desire to con-
tribute to the success of  a company(McAlexander et al., 2002). All humans aspire to 
establish a unique and strong personality. Identifying with a brand community and 
thus attach its values and characteristics supports the own ego (Laroche, Reza Habibi, 
Richard, & R., 2012).  

In the last ten years social media revolutionized marketing practice as such and be-
came an interesting tool to develop brands further (Laroche et al., 2012). Platforms 
like facebook, twitter or instagram have grown rapidly and their members share 
knowledge, discuss and communicate. Users of  social media tools fulfill their need for 
belongingness and their need for cognition with those who share norms, values and 
interests (Gangadharbhatla, 2008). In that sense social media can be a powerful mar-
keting tool to gather individuals within a brand community and develop a reciprocal 
communication level. Customers feel involved into the development of  the brand and 
are interlinked with the company’s organization. 

Social media is a multidimensional communication tool and an open source for cheap 
advertisement or market research. But companies have to realize, that the sender-
receiver-principal does not exist in the context of  facebook & co (Lindqvist, 2013). 
Every member of  the network creates content, shapes the brand identity and thus 
becomes part of  the organization. 

Transparency, patience, a satisfied and engaged organization, internal knowledge 
about social media and authenticity are the main requirements to succeed. If  the 
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company’s organization is not able to handle uncertainty, unexpected disruption and 
is focused on immediate results, social media might not be a promising marketing op-
tion (Lindqvist, 2013). Companies that start social media activities have to be aware 
that people want to interact on a personal level and not communicate with brands 
through the platform.

The new media landscape has become a great opportunity as well as a threat. Mc-
Donald’s communication disaster with a twitter campaign in 2012 (Dörner, 2012) is 
one example to underline that not every company/organization is ambitious to act in 
social media. 

Strong brand communities should be monitored so that the brand image cannot be 
damaged or converted. A public discussion, which does not match with the values of  
the organization, can harm the brand identity. Thus companies acting in social media 
walk a fine line build on trust, open communication and personal interaction. 

In his master thesis, Björn Linqvist has defined seven criteria which enable compa-
nies’ successful involvement in social media:

In the following abstract, these strategic approaches are used to analyze and suggest 
customer involvement and brand communitiy strategies. 

 Food, self  and identity - Claude Fischler

“Food is central to our sense of  identity. The way any given human group eats helps 
it assert its diversity, hierarchy and organization, (...). Food is (…) central to indi-
vidual identity, in that any given human individual is constructed, biologically, psy-
chologically and socially by the food he/she chooses to incorporate.” (Fischler, 1988)

The German saying, “Du bist, was du isst.” (You are what you eat), can literally be 
translated into a biological and a sociological context. The food man in-cooperate 
provides energy and represents a collective identity. For the French, the Italians 
are “Macaronis” and for the English, French are “Frogs”. The aim to cluster human 
groups by their food consumption has been developed around culinary systems ever 
since. Thus humans sharing the same cuisine, recipes and practices are linked in an 
etymological sense. (Fischler, 1988)

and / or

table #1

personal

transparent involved

available attentive generous continuous
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Furthermore, food and drinks are part of  our identity (Driesner, 2012) as they have a 
nutritional, a symbolic, a psychological and a social function (Fischler, 1988). 

 The postmodern society & food 

Nutrition tribes, like Weight Watchers or Urban gardeners are results of  success-
ful food marketing and cultural change. On one side people strive for the fortunate 
perfectionism proclaimed through all kind of  media. If  Coca-Cola and Mc Donald’s 
sponsor the Olympic Games (Spiller, 2012) the assumption that their products are 
nutritious suggests itself. On the other side the emergence of  food consciousness in 
the last years has been growing rapidly. 

Some of  the most famous brands evolve around food. Trustworthy brands in the food 
sector have become more important in the last years as food scandals hit the markets 
and changed people’s perception.

Departing from the origin of  food preparation, cookery can be understood as the act 
of  transforming “raw nutritional materials from the state of  Nature to the state of  
Culture”(Fischler, 1988). Additionally humans have culturally made classifications 
into what can be eaten and what cannot. In Europe, insects are traditionally not part 
of  the cuisine even if  they provide healthy proteins. (Fischler, 1988) In the last thirty 
years western societies have transferred those clusters. 

Our concepts of  what can be eaten, what we produce and what we cook have changed. 
This widely results into massive health problems, especially obesity, all around the 
globe. Every four minutes an American citizen dies as a result of  false nutrition 
(TEDtalksDirector, 2010). Today food is not a good of  survival, it is a consump-
tion product and therefore brands are key factors in the industry. The modern eater 
consumes food of  whose origin, production or history one has no information at all 
(Fischler, 1988). 
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4. CASE: JAMIE OLIVER’S FOOD EMPIRE

 Short Portrait

Born in Essex near London, the British chef  Jamie Oliver leaped into fame in 1997 
with the television cookery show the Naked Chef. Jamie continued his TV career with 
eleven further programs like Jamie’s Kitchen and Jamie’s Food Revolution for which 
he won an Emmy Award. Until today he has published fourteen cook books and a 
magazine. He has opened more than 35 restaurants worldwide, mainly franchised 
(Schreiber).

Fifteen Foundation was established in 2002. Young chefs with challenging social 
backgrounds are trained to run a restaurant. In 2010 Jamie Oliver won the TED 
Prize for his outstanding speech about children’s nutrition: 

“I wish for your help to create a strong, sustainable movement to educate every child 
about food, inspire families to cook again and empower people everywhere to fight 
obesity.”  (TED, 2010)

Since 2012 Jamie Oliver develops kitchen equipment together with Philips (Specchia, 
2012), in 2013 Manchester City announced that Oliver’s catering business Fabulous will 
provide sustenance at the stadium (Philipson, 2013) and he has teamed up with Boots, 
a British drugstore, to sell a range of  on-the-go sandwiches.   

Jamie Oliver is very present on Facebook, twitter and instagram. Four different apps, 
a YouTube channel called FoodTube and a well-maintained webpage inspire people to 
reproduce recipes at home and to get infected by the Jamie-virus.

 Brand icon & marketing strategy

In the last sixteen years Jamie Oliver became the most famous and successful chef  in 
English-speaking societies as well as in other European countries. He has become an 
icon, a brand and the face of  what he calls the Food Revolution. 

Jamie Oliver brought the fun factor back to good home cooking. Lumberjack shirts, 
T’s, jeans and sneakers combined with his out-off-the-bed hairstyle have become Ja-
mie Oliver’s trademark. He appears like the family husband next door always talking 
and posting about his four kids. His open confession to have dyslexia and his nervous 
and slightly hectic performances create Jamie’s image of  a tangible, easy-going su-
perhero of  healthy nutrition. Even if  he cooks gourmet menus for the President of  
the United States, his brand still connects back to a general population.

Target national contradictions: In the Naked Chef  Jamie Oliver spoke to a huge 
audience, and by using basic ingredients easy cooking techniques he revolutionized 
cookery shows and reversed their outdated image. In whole Britain the desire to be-
think homemade food got back in focus. With Jamie’s Food Revolution he successfully 
converted his concept into the cultural context of  the USA, too. 
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Create Myths that lead or “repair” the culture: Jamie Oliver understands himself  
as a chef  and an activist to fight obesity mainly in the UK and the USA. His mission 
is not to cook food; his mission is to save lives in his own (the food) way: “I’m not a 
doctor, I’m a chef. I don’t have expensive equipment or medicine. I use information, 
and education.” (TEDtalksDirector, 2010) 

Speak with a rebel’s voice: “We need a revolution.” - A food revolution. Jamie Oliver 
doesn’t mince words and criticizes governmental programs or food giants (TEDtalks-
Director, 2010). He speaks out the unsayable (Beckett, 2006) and he does the undoable 
as he slaughtered a fully conscious lamb in a TV show, for example.  

Defend authentic stories to rebuild the myth: Simplifying food preparation and 
make it available for everyone remains the core vision of  Jamie Oliver’s brand. In the 
last seventeen years he has successfully transferred the myth into a diversity of  prod-
ucts, shows and services. Teaming up with Philips or catering a soccer stadium might 
occur as a contradiction, but it is a further step towards commercializing healthy and 
fresh nutrition. On a long-term perspective it remains crucial that Jamie Oliver keeps 
his authenticity and his reliability. 

Draw on cultural knowledge: In the last thirty years postmodern societies have 
partly lost the natural relationship to healthy food. The established uncertainties and 
limited knowledge people have about food they consume was Jamie Oliver’s starting 
point to attract the attention of  a huge audience. He could even form alliances with 
governmental organizations. 

 Brand aesthetics & cooking style

Jamie Oliver’s brand personality (Darkö, 2013) is based and designed on three char-
acterizing terms: Consciousness, simplicity & playfulness. His style has been strongly 
influencing the culinary world of  the 21st century.

Jamie’s recipes are not only simple, they break culturally given classifications (Fis-
chler, 1988) without losing the connection to British traditions. He combines an Eng-
lish roast chicken recipe with spices known from the oriental or Vietnamese kitchen. 
He mixes Guiness with mint and raisins to marinate lamb shanks. Jamie Oliver has 
designed a new classification and taste identity, which inspired people all over the 
world. Thus, his stories are multinational and universally translatable.  

The authenticity and pure naturalness expressed in the food photography by David 
Loftus erase the pictures of  the perfectly assembled dish and the white edge of  the 
plate. 

Ludical names, like Sizzling lamb lollipops, easy Essex haggis neeps & tatties shep-
herd pie stylie or Cornish cowboy pasties are part of  the brand’s poetry (jamieoliver.
com, 2013). A little note proofs that even the vocabulary, like fancy, marvelous and 
proper rustic, which should be used in Jamie Oliver’s restaurants is prewritten. 

Through the years a complex company structure with a diversity of  subbrands and 
products evolved. Thus it became necessary, that the design agency SEA redesigned 
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the global brand identity and to unite the whole organization (http://www.seadesign.
co.uk). The company’s mission to “empower, educate and inspire as many people as 
possible to love and enjoy good food” (jamieoliver.com, 2013) remains at the core for 
all actions.

In that sense design was used to unite the whole organization and to transform the 
brand icon “Jamie Oliver” into a tangible design and product language. 

 Establishing a food movement

 “The biggest problem at home is, it used to be the place of  passing on a food culture. 
That doesn’t happen anymore.” says Jamie Oliver (TEDtalksDirector, 2010). By of-
fering a solution for this problem he has identified, he grew a successful company that 
offers simple cooking methods through a diversity of  communication and contribu-
tion channels. 

Jamie Oliver started out with cook books and TV shows in the United Kingdom. First 
he “just” cooked and explained the basics of  food preparation to a broad audience. 
Later he developed kitchen equipment like pans and pots with Tefal. 

By adding aspects related to public health and fighting societal issues like obesity 
as well as working within the US-American market, he could expand his audience, 
gather more followers and thus enlarge the brand community. 

Jamie Oliver has developed a global company. In the following table a lot of  different 
stages of  interactions between the customers and the brand are clustered (table #2). 

interaction communication consumption

virtuality 
digital

twitter (3 Mio.)
instagram (1 Mio.)
forum (0,5 Mio.)

pinterst
blogs

online shops

TV cookery shows 
foodtube

youtube-videos 
webpages

online shops
recipe apps

reality
physical

cooking school
franchise restaurants 

restaurants
catering company
kitchen accessories

sales events

cook books
magazine

franchise restaurants 
restaurants

catering company
kitchen accessories

food products
cook books
magazine

table #2
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While analyzing all products and services, the complexity of  the brand portfolio and 
the different channels of  communication are displayed. 

Only on Twitter and instagram, Jamie Oliver has more than four million followers – 
upward tendency. Jamie’s fans search for inspiration on photos, videos and recipes he 
posts. On the one hand hobby chefs try out the recipes, they give feedback, discuss 
difficulties they found and receive feedback from the community. On the other hand, 
Jamie can further promote his image as the “Dad, Chef, Geek (and) Massive Photo 
lover” (Oliver, 2013). 

The following examples show, that Jamie Oliver’s Social media strategy fulfills cer-
tain criteria to succeed within social media as stated earlier. 

Personal: Jamie Oliver posts photos of  food as well as photos of  his family, his friends 
and things he likes. The followers are constantly informed about where he is and what 
he is doing. 

Involvement:  A lot of  followers’ posts are answered or commented. After @minty-
cinty suggested that Jamie Oliver should publish a vegetarian cookbook he replies 
one hour later with: “I’m writing a vegetarian book I honestly think it’s some o the 
best work I have ever done, can’t wait to show you.” 

Jamie Oliver continuously offers a “recipe of  the day” on facebook. Social media is 
furthermore a perfect platform for and an important part of  the marketing strategy. 

Nevertheless there is no need of  following Jamie Oliver on more than one channel. 
The content on his Facebook and his instagram is almost the same. In the future it 
could be interesting to find a way of  how to differentiate content and relevancy.

To put it in a nutshell, Jamie Oliver has created a unique food identity within a global 
context and thus he connects a lot of  people sharing the same cooking style and pas-
sion for food. A brand’s basis to fruitfully expand the product portfolio is the result 
and the guarantee for a stable future growth. 
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5. CASE: LINAS MATKASSE _ EN SKÖNARE VARDAG (A NICER WEEKDAY)

 Short Company Portrait

In 2007 Niklass Aronsson and his sister Lina found Linas Matkasse (Lina’s grocery 
bag) in Sweden. The idea is simple: Once a week a bag filled with ingredients and the 
fitted recipes to prepare a certain amount of  dishes for a certain amount of  people is 
delivered to people’s home. An app provides the recipes as well.

Especially families with full-time employed parents take advantage of  the service. All 
parents desire to feed their children with nutritious, fresh and healthy food.  Niklass 
and Lina have converted this wish and diminished the uncertainty of  what to buy or 
prepare into a new business model (Carolinas, 2011). 

The customers can order the prepared bag through the internet and decide whether 
to receive the original, the inspirational or the children’s menu. The crew of  Linas 
Matkasse tries out new recipes every week and works with seasonal ingredients (Car-
olinas, 2011).  

 Marketing strategy & potential

Linas Matkasse communicates today through a web page and a facebook page. Every 
week the upcoming recipes are presented and some users give feedback. Some cus-
tomers share their cooking result on instagram. An app with the recipes is availabe, 
too.

The success of  Linas Matkasse is based on positive customer’s experience. Thus 
word of  mouth and a good reputation are the key success factors for the company. 

Linas Matkasse shares the Swedish market with approx. 30 companies offering simi-
lar services, like Middagsfrid or ICA Matkasse. By establishing strong customer rela-
tionships Linas Matkasse could gain a great competitive advantage and differentiate 
from others. The company’s promise “a nicer weekday” stands for simplifying fami-
lies’ everyday life and holds a lot of  potential for stimulating further development. 

 Lina’s chefs – delivering food solutions

To enhance and refine the brand as such, a significant identity is a key factor to as-
sure a meaningful recognition. The brand is a mirror of  a genuine organization. So, 
the key values should be reflected and communicated through all channels. A design 
strategy can support to transform the values to tangibles and draw a big picture of  
all relevant attributes (Vossoughi, 2007). 

As described earlier social media can be a helpful tool to enhance brand relationships 
and create engagement. Linas Matkasse offers platforms to exchange experience and 
receive feedback from their customers on facebook and just recently on instagram 
(Carolinas, 2011). By asking more questions to the audience Linas Matkasse could 
improve their portfolio and refine their offers. Customers feel more involved and are 
part of  the recipes creation. 
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Even more Linas Matkasse could offer a blog on their web page to generate a direct 
link to the home chefs. 

Food communities can create societal identity as they are anchored in cultural con-
texts (Fischler, 1988). Linas Matkasse is organized locally as physical presence is 
necessary to deliver the grocery bags. The company could organize cooking events 
in local facilities on weekends and invite loyal customers to try and practice new 
concepts. To create experience around the service and the integration in the brand 
community can contribute to create customer-centered relationships. Direct personal 
engagement increases consumption and loyalty.    

The groceries bag assortments could be expanded to serve singles, students or offices 
to reach more customers. Special extra bags to prepare kids’ break time snacks or 
seeds to grow herbs could be part of  the offer, too. Furthermore the company should 
work with service design methods like the customer journey to gather more informa-
tion about their customers’ desires.

Linas Matkasse draws on a cultural knowledge and supports families with a very ba-
sic need: freshly cooked food. To investigate the core values in depth and to transfer 
them into a brand identity is the basis for a loyal community in the future.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this essay marketing, design and branding were defined and their interdependence 
in a postmodern society was explored. This context built the basis to elaborate Jamie 
Oliver’s success and how social media has affected and boosts his brand until today.
Later a further case, Linas Matkasse was used to illustrate the importance of  develop-
ing brand communities and how design could be a driver the future of  the organiza-
tion.

Design combined with a meaningful marketing strategy plays a guiding role in devel-
oping and formulating of  outstanding brands in a postmodern society. Sending out 
a clear message and retaining the promises a brand stands for is key for a sustainable 
development in the future. 

Social media as a communication tool within a network of  marketing activities can be 
powerful if  applied in the right context. 

To establish a strong brand by combing it with a unique food identity can lead to dif-
ferentiation and an outstanding concept as the case of  Jamie Oliver has shown. The 
sociological need of  belonging and the desire to consume healthy food are a reward-
ing combination that can tighten a lot of  followers. 

Within the context of  food, entrepreneurs take high responsibilities. They can edu-
cate and feed people and thus they can steer parts of  the future development of  hu-
man societies. Food marketing, food identities and the communities around them can 
be a genuine contributor to improve public health (Roller, Voorhees, & Lunkenheimer, 
2006). 

In further research the interdependence between individual identities and the food 
will be interesting to investigate. The question how globalization in general has af-
fected those two concepts and how it has changed food classification can be consid-
ered as well. 
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NOTES

(1) In this essay, Jamie Oliver is mainly described as an individual. Obviously Jamie Oliver has estab-
lished a company, Jamie Oliver Enterprises Limited based in London.  
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